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Moscow's Peace Offer 
GAMBLERS and speculators may be unproductive members of society, 

but neither their capacity for intelligent anticipation nor their sense 
of realism has ever been in doubt. Wall Street might have been cynical, 
but it was not unrealistic in boosting war equities on the assumption that 
the launching of an earth satellite by Russia would speed-up defence 
outlay by America and her Western allies. In its behaviour, Wall Street 
seems to have correctly anticipated Washington's reaction to Moscow's 
scientific achievement. M Khrushchev's offer to ensure international 
control of all new .scientific developments, including the earth satellite and 
al l pilotless missiles, so as to avoid "the dangers of even more horrible 
weapons that, science was bringing to the horizon'' on condition of an 
understanding between USA and USSR on peaceful co-existence has been 
promptly turned down on the plea that America is opposed to any bilater
al agreement with Russia. Washington's rejection of Moscow's gesture 
is sought to be justified on the ground that any such bilateral agreement 
would be contrary to the principles of the Charter. 

There is something in the argument, but it can be emphasised. It 
Is an undeniable fact that there can be no world peace without a prior 
understanding between the two Giants. More than once, similar offers 
by Russia have been rejected by America on the same grounds. America's 
concern for the prestige and authority of the United Nations is commend' 
able. But a closer analysis of the world situation makes it clear that 
reasons for the repeated rejection of Russia's appeal for an agreement, on 
peaceful co-existence He elsewhere. America and her Western allies may 
not be unwill ing to reach an understanding with Russia, But they have 
insisted over and over again that the Soviet Union wil l have to accept 
their terms and conditions for an agreement on world peace. It Is the 
Western Powers' obstinate refusal to agree to disagree that perpetuates 
"cold war" and the resultant world tension. 

Such an uncompromising- attitude on so vital an issue as world peace 
can hardly ever have any logic behind it . It censes to have the least 
justification after repeated peace offers by Russia. Ever since the "cold 
war", the Western Powers have seemed arrogant. It was these powers 
which pursued a policy of building positions of strength. Such a policy 
was defended on the ground that only thus could Russia be forced to 
negotiate on world peace. There was a time when the Western Powers 
attained a favourable world balance of power. But that superior strength 
was never exploited to conclude an agreement on world peace. It was 
more than once issued as a threat. Experience has shown that the 
Great Deterrent has only provoked the Soviet. Union to manufacture 
bigger and better armaments. In the devastating and dangerous race 
for missiles and nuclear weapons, the balance has now tilted decisively 
in favour of Russia. Yet, and this is a reflection of Moscow's good in
tentions, her mil i tary, technological and scientific superiority has not, 
unlike the Western Powers, debased the Soviet Union into issuing threats 
of "massive retaliation". In their hour of supreme triumph, the leaders 
of the Kremlin have shown statesmanship in making a peaceful gesture 
to America and her allies. If there had been some distressing signs of 
Russian arrogance after her experiments wi th ICBM, the successful 
launching of the artificial earth satellite seems to have had a sobering 


